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About me
Lecturer at Chulalongkorn University

Research focus: ASR, NLP, Bioinformatics, etc.

Various industry collaborations



Generative Machine Learning?
● Models that can learn the distribution of the data

○ Can be used to generate

■ Pictures, text, and more!

○ Multiple different algorithms

■ Explicit or implicit learning

● Mostly deep-learning-based

Source: https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-60780142

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-60780142


Agenda
● Examples of generative modeling

○ Housing product insights

○ X-ray image description

○ Text-to-speech



ML for product development
For real estates, no two products are the same. 
Development is based on gut feeling.
Can we make some educated guess about a new product

- popularity
- the type of potential buyers
- whether to add or remove some features
- the best marketing channel

Existing product
New product

Characteristics of 
customers

data for training

Magical
ML model

Work in colloboration with
Home buyer’s Group
http://home.co.th

http://home.co.th/
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Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

Consider a money counterfeiter
He wants to make fake money that looks real
There’s a police that tries to differentiate fake and real money.

The counterfeiter is the adversary and is generating fake inputs. –
Generator network

The police is try to discriminate between fake and real inputs. –
Discriminator network

Generator0.1, -0.3, .. Discriminator Real or Fake

xz Y=f(x)
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Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)
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Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs)

Generator0.1, -0.3, .. Discriminator Fake

xz

The generator learns to be better by 
the gradient given by the discriminator

gradient



Conditional GAN (CGAN)

GAN can be conditioned (controlled) to generate things you want by 
concatenating additional information

Generator0.1, -0.3, .. Discriminator Real or Fake

xz Y=f(x,c)
1.0
c

1.0
c
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Example of CGAN applications

Globally and Locally Consistent Image Completion [Iizuka et al., 2017]
StackGAN: Text to Photo-realistic Image Synthesis with Stacked GANs [Zhang et al. 2017]



Overview of our system

{ Price:3,500,000, Type:Condo, District:Bangkok, 
BTS:Bangwa, Facility:[Fitness, Security, Park] }

{Device:Mobile, Agent:iPhone, Refer:Google, Period:Morning}

{Device:Desktop, Agent:Window, Refer:Direct, Period:Night}

{Device:Mobile, Agent:iPad, Refer:Facebook, Period:Evening}

Visualization tool for dashboard



Experimental setup

~5000 projects, ~2 million log entries

● Held out 50 random projects as novel projects to generate
● Measure the distribution of generated logs vs real data

Average the performance over 10 runs



Metrics

RSM
Relative measure
Across project pairs



Metrics

RSM
Relative measure
Across project pairs

RMSE
Absolute measure



Results

Use the most similar project in the 
training data based on recommendation 
embeddings

Model RSM RMSE

GAN 72.5% 16.2%

VAE 65.3% 20.3%

NN 54.7% 28.0%
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Our model with recommender 
embedding



Results

Model RSM RMSE

GAN 72.5% 16.2%

VAE 65.3% 20.3%

NN 54.7% 28.0%

Instead of GAN use VAE



Example generated project

For more details
Generating Realistic Users Using 
Generative Adversarial Network With 
Recommendation-Based Embedding
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/docum
ent/9016238

https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/9016238


Text generation
● Generate text

○ Train a model to predicts words based on

■ Previous words

The cat is _____

สขุภาพ ไม่มีปัญหาอะไรรนุแรง แขง็แรงดี แต่ที9น่าห่วงอย่างเดียวคือ

ความเครียด คณุควรดแูลตวัเองให้ดี ไม่ควรเอาตวัเข้าไปเสี9ยงมากเกินไป

ถ้าเป็นไปได้กไ็ปพบแพทย์ ทาํใจสบายๆ



Text generation
● Generate text

○ Train a model to predicts words based on

■ Previous words

■ Some conditioning (text, image, scenarios)



EX: OpenAI Codex https://openai.com/blog/openai-codex/

https://openai.com/blog/openai-codex/


Text generation
● Generate text

○ Train a model to predicts words based on

■ Previous words

■ Some conditioning (text, image, scenarios)



X-ray description Model

Encoder
(CNN)

Decoder
(Transfomer)

~100000 Xray images and reports used for training



Example outputs

For more detail: “Set Prediction in the Latent Space”
https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2021/hash/d61e9e58ae1058322bc169943b39f1d8-Abstract.html

https://papers.nips.cc/paper/2021/hash/d61e9e58ae1058322bc169943b39f1d8-Abstract.html


Text-to-speech (TTS)
● Given a text input, output an utterance 

○ Usually converts the text into sound units first (phonemes)

○ Recent research focus on emotion control

อาทติย์ Letter2Sound /a/ + /th/ + /i/ + /d/ TTS



Human or Computer

1 out of 3 participants cannot identify the generated speech

For more detail: Spectral and Latent Speech Representation Distortion for TTS Evaluation.
https://www.isca-speech.org/archive/interspeech_2021/kongthaworn21_interspeech.html (Patent in process)

Try our text2speech and speech2text demos at http://20.239.26.101/

A B

https://www.isca-speech.org/archive/interspeech_2021/kongthaworn21_interspeech.html
http://20.239.26.101/


Conclusion
● Generative machine learning has come a long way

○ Could help increase productivity for many tasks

■ Human-in-the-loop research will be crucial

● Using insights

● Verifying results

● Tweaking control parameters
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○ Evaluating generative models is a challenge

■ task dependent, human evaluation not preferred

● X-ray: extract labels from text and verify from the labels

● Code: execution of the code

● Voice: compare against pre-recorded using embedding features



Conclusion
● Generative machine learning has come a long way

○ Could help increase productivity for many tasks

■ Human-in-the-loop research will be crucial

○ Evaluating generative models is a challenge

■ task dependent, human evaluation not preferred

○ Security concerns

■ Extensive research in detecting machine generated
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